
Doro EVACU B Baby Evacuation System

Six (6) infants 
can be evacuated 
by one (1) nurse 

safely and quickly.

Infants are 
elevated off
the ground -
No bouncing. 

Glides downs 
stairways safely, 
smoothly, and 

easily.

EVACU B enables one (1) nurse to quickly and safely evacuate six (6) infants. The unique track 
system ensures a controlled, smooth, and safe decent down stairways. Infants are always 
elevated off the ground and the EVACU B is engineered for a smooth ride without bouncing. 
Automatic braking system allows nurse to step away to clear escape passage debris if needed. 
The EVACU B comes complete and includes mounting brackets, oxygen cradle, and dust cover. 

Reversible Brakes for Added Security
If a nurse needs to stop on the stairs, releasing 
the reversible brake handle will automatically stop 
the chair on the stairs.

Oxygen Provision When Needed
The EVACU B can supply O2  to the six (6) infants 
with the six way splitter with individual LPM 
volume control (optional).

Secure Hypoallergenic Headrests
Infants are placed in pockets made of a fire 
retardant and mildew resistant material. Their 
heads are secured in adjustable headrests 
made from hypoallergenic high density foam.

Track Glider for Smooth Decent
The EVACU B can provide one (1) nurse with the 
capability of evacuating six (6) babies with the 
ability to glide down stairways with no bouncing.

Stable Wheels for Quick Travel
The EVACU B can travel down hallways using 
only front wheels when needed; heavy-duty 
wheels facilitate sharp turns.

EVACU B glides down stairways 
with no bouncing with only one 
(1) nurse. EVACU B can go up 

upstairs with two (2) nurses.

EVACU B can be wall mounted 
for visibility and easy access. 

Dust covers included. 

The two (2) front stable wheels 
allow the EVACU B to travel 

quickly down hallways.

Infants are always elevated 
above the ground and the 
EVACU B can stand on it’s 

own so nurse can tend 
to infants if needed.
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